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INTRODUCTION 

Welcome to Dead Man’s Doubloons, where players take on the role of a legendary pirate ship captain, 

hell-bent on winning the race to endless riches of buried treasure. Fragments of treasure maps, gold 

doubloons, and precious jewels can all be stolen, as can rival ships! Once the treasure has been dug up, 

the ship Captains return to their vessels to engage in a final epic battle on the high seas! 

 

OVERVIEW 

Dead Man’s Doubloons is an action packed board game for 2 to 6 players, playable in 30 to 45 minutes.  

As the game begins, pirate ships skirmish with one another and navigate coral reefs surrounding the 

mysterious island, searching for treasure map fragments and pillaging whatever they can along the 

way. Meanwhile, the ship Captains advance their landing party along the footpath toward the buried 

treasure, encountering perilous obstacles and relentless foes at each step. One savvy Captain will 

ultimately manage to find and dig up the buried treasure.  

All Captains then return to their vessels to engage in the final battle. Defeated vessels become ghost 

ships with cursed treasure, but may still emerge victorious. Once enough Captain actions have been 

taken, the game end is triggered and the richest Pirate is the winner! 

 

COMPONENTS 

Inside the game box you will find the following components: 

 1 main game board 

 48 Doubloons 

 18 Jewels (8 amethysts, 6 rubies, 4 diamonds) 

 52 Action cards (40 normal cards, 12 Captain cards) 

 18 Map tiles 

 6 Water Area Effect tiles 

 18 Landmark tiles 

 10 Pillage Strength +1 tokens 

 6 Pirate Ship placemats 

 6 Pirate Ship figures 

 6 Captain pawns 

 12 marker cubes (2 per player) 

 24 crew markers (4 per player) 

 1 velvet treasure bag 

 6 player reference cards 

 1 Initiative token 

 1 rulebook 



GAME SETUP 

Perform the following steps to setup a new game: 

 Place the main game board in the center of the table. 

 Place 8 Doubloons per player in a pile next to the game board – return the rest to the game box. 

Each player takes 2 Doubloons to start. 

 Place 2 Pillage Strength +1 tokens per player next to the game board – return the rest to the 

game box. 

 Put all the Jewels in the velvet bag and place it beside the game board. 

 Set the 12 Captain cards aside for later, and shuffle the remaining Action cards. 

 Draw and place 4 random Water Area Effect tiles face up, one in each corner of the water areas. 

In 2-3 player games, always include the Whirlpool in the water area opposite the beach 

(otherwise do not include it). 

 Shuffle the 3 sets of Landmark tiles and place them in separate stacks near the gameboard. 

 Each player takes one Pirate Ship placemat and the Pirate Ship figure and Captain Pawn of the 

matching color – place the Captain pawns on the island at the Harbor of Wreckage. 

 Each player places 2 markers on their placemat – one at the 10 Hull space and one at the 0 

Fame space. Each player places their 4 Crew markers on the Crew spaces on their placemat. 

 The player who can most convincingly say the phrase “Ahoy Matey!” like a pirate takes the 

Initiative token – if no one agrees, fight it out like pirates (or roll randomly)! 

 Starting with the player with the Initiative token, each player places their Pirate Ship in any 

Water Area (except the Whirlpool, if it is in play), facing either direction.  

Setup the Map tiles stack for the game, based on the number of players, as follows: 

 Find and shuffle together all three Map Fragment tiles of the correct number of types as follows 

(place the remaining Map Fragment tiles back in the box – they will not be used for this game): 

o 2 players: 2 Map Fragment types (it doesn’t matter which types) – 6 tiles total 

o 3-4 players: 3 Map Fragment types (it doesn’t matter which types) – 9 tiles total 

o 5-6 players: All 4 Map Fragment types – 12 tiles total 

 Randomly remove the correct number of tiles according to the table below, without looking at 

them (place them back in the box with the others – they will not be used for this game): 

o 2 players: Remove 3 

o 3 players: Remove 4 

o 4 players: Remove 2 

o 5 players: Remove 4 

o 6 players: Remove 2 

 Each player draws and reveals 1 random Map Fragment tile from the newly created stack. 

 Add the following special Map tiles to the remaining stack, and then shuffle the final stack: 

o 2-3 players: Add 1 Fame and 1 Clue 

o 4 players: Add 1 Fame, 1 Clue, and 1 Protection Orb 

o 5 players: Add 1 Fame, 2 Clues, and 1 Protection Orb 

o 6 players: Add 2 Fame, 1 Clue, and 2 Protection Orbs 



RULES 

The game is played in rounds, and during each round some phases are simultaneous and others are 

performed in turn order. Each game round consists of the following three phases: 

1. Round Start (simultaneous) 

2. Action Phase (turn order) 

3. Pillage Phase (simultaneous) 

4. Check for Buried Treasure & Cleanup (simultaneous) 

 

ROUND START 

Begin each round as follows: 

1. Place the correct number of Doubloons on the island (available to be Pillaged), as follows: 

o 2 players: Two 

o 3-4 players: Three  

o 5 players: Four 

o 6 players: Five 

2. All players draw up to 5 cards. 

3. At the same time, each player secretly chooses 3 cards from their hand to play – the chosen 

cards are placed face down on the table in front of each player, in an order of the player’s 

choosing. 

4. All players flip over and reveal their first action card simultaneously.  

 

ACTION PHASE 

One player at a time, starting with the player who has the Initiative Pog, each player executes their 

action card as follows: 

1. Perform Movement: The player performs the movement portion of the action card. Based on 

the icons at the top of the action cards, Ships will Sail and/or Come About (or sometimes do 

nothing). Solid blue icons indicate that movement is required, whereas gray icons mean the 

movement is optional. If there are multiple icons, the Player may choose the order in which 

they are executed. The icons are executed as follows: 

o Sail (straight arrow): The Ship sails around the island, moving to the next Water Area 

in the direction the Ship is facing.  

o Come About (curved arrow): The Ship turns around 180 degrees, facing the opposite 

direction.  

  



2. Perform Action: The player chooses one of the two actions on the card to perform. Individual 

Actions are executed as follows: 

o Repair (Wrench icon): Move the Ship’s hull damage marker 1 space towards 10 (move 

the marker 2 spaces if there are no other Ships in the same Water Area). A Ship’s hull 

can never exceed 10. 

o Attack: Fore (Cannon icon): All enemy Ships in the next Water Area take 1 damage. 

Roll the Attack die and resolve any effects on the Ships that were damaged. 

o Attack: Broadsides (Double Cannon icon): All enemy Ships in your Water Area take 2 

damage. Roll the Attack die and resolve any effects on the Ships that were damaged.  

o Hunt (Map icon): One of two things will happen: 

 Less than 2 Map Fragments: If you have fewer than 2 Map Fragment tiles, 

draw 1 Map tile (if there are none left to draw, this action has no effect): 

 Map Fragments are placed face up next to your Ship placemat.  

 Fame tiles grant a Fame level immediately and are then discarded.  

 Clues tiles immediately advance your Captain 1 space on the island 

(refer to Advance details below) and are then discarded.  

 Protection Orb tiles are placed face up next to your Ship placemat. If 

you are boarded, give this tile to the boarder rather than resolving the 

boarding action effect indicated on the card. 

 2 or more Map Fragments:  

 Advance (if the buried treasure has not yet been dug up): Choose one 

of the Map Fragment types you possess – you and all other players who 

possess the same Map Fragment type will advance your Captains 1 

space forward on the footpath, starting with your Captain and working 

clockwise. If there are multiple path options, the Captain’s player may 

choose whichever path they wish. The first Captain to reach a new 

location draws a random Landmark tile of the appropriate color, places 

it face up on the island, and immediately resolves the effect. Any 

subsequent Captains that reach a drawn Landmark also resolve the 

effect. Resolve your landmark effect completely before other Captains 

“follow” and advance their pawns. 

 Exploit (if the buried treasure has already been dug up): Draw a 

Landmark tile from any stack, and choose either yourself or another 

player to resolve the effect. This does not count as an Attack against 

another player, nor can you gain Fame for sinking other Ships in this 

manner. 

o Pillage (Doubloon Pile icon): Take a Pillage Strength +1 token. This will be used during 

the Pillage Phase – see the Pillage Phase section below. 

  



o Board (Harpoon icon): There are various Boarding action effects, as specified at the 

bottom of the Action card. All of these effects represent an action that can be taken 

against a damaged Ship in your area. Some Boarding actions have an additional 

requirement designated on the card – in order to execute one of these actions you must 

have a previous Action card that contains the specified icon (Steal Ship’s requirement 

works slightly different, as noted below). If the enemy has a Protection Orb, then you 

will take that Orb tile rather than resolving the specific action effects detailed below. 

Specific Boarding action effects are as follows: 

 Steal Map Fragment: Select one of the enemy’s Map Fragments to take. 

 Steal ½ Doubloons: Take ½ of the enemy’s Doubloons, round down. 

 Kill 2 Crew: Kill 2 of the enemy’s Crew. Resolve any effects from that loss as 

indicated on their Ship placemat. 

 Steal Jewel: Select one of the enemy’s Jewels to take.  

 Steal Ship: Swap Fame levels with the enemy Ship, if one of his face up Action 

cards shows a Boarding action. For optional cut-throat play, swap seats instead! 

All players then flip over and reveal their next Action card simultaneously. Repeat the Action Phase 

steps until all players’ action cards have been resolved.  



PILLAGE PHASE 

Players compare their total quantity of tokens, proceeding as follows: 

1. The player(s) who have the most Pillage Strength +1 tokens take that many Doubloons from 

the island (or as many as possible; split evenly if there are tied players – any excess Doubloons 

remain on the island for the next round).  

2. The player(s) who have the next most tokens do the same, and so on until there are not enough 

Doubloons to pay an entire group of tied players.  

 

CHECK FOR BURIED TRE ASURE, GHOST RECOVERY,  & CLEANUP 

If any player’s Captain Pawn is at the Temple of Bone, perform the following steps: 

 All players who are at the Temple of Bone draw 3 random Jewels. 

 All players who are 1 space away from the Temple of Bones draw 2 random Jewels. 

 All players who are 2 spaces away from the Temple of Bones draw 1 random Jewel. 

 All players discard ALL their Action cards (those on the table and in hand).  

 Combine the discard pile, draw deck, and the Captain Action cards set aside earlier during game 

setup – shuffle all cards together to form a new draw deck. 

 Move all players’ Captain Pawns to the top space of the Captain Track on their Ship placemats 

(and each player immediately gains 1 Crew as indicated on that space).  

o IMPORTANT: From this point forward, whenever a Captain Action card is played, that 

player moves their Captain Pawn one space on the Captain’s track. When a player’s 

Captain Pawn reaches the final spot on this track, the game end is triggered. 

 Remove all Landmarks from the island, placing them back in their respective stacks (reshuffle 

each stack). 

 

Ghost Recovery: If there are any ghost ships in play, they check for recovery – refer to the Ghost Ships 

section below. 

 

Cleanup: Perform these cleanup steps at the end of the phase: 

 All players discard their used Action cards (keep the ones that are still in hand) and Pillage 

Strength +1 tokens. 

 Pass the Initiative token to the next player to the left. 

 Begin the next Round. 

  



GHOST SHIPS 

If a ship takes enough damage to reduce its hull below 1, it is now a Ghost Ship. Follow these steps 

immediately: 

1. Move the Ship’s Damage Marker to the Ghost Ship box. 

2. The player who inflicted the damage increases the Fame marker on their ship mat by 1, 

granting them extra points at the end of the game. 

Ghost Ships follow these special rules: 

 They cannot repair and they are immune to damage, although they are not immune to any 

other effects (such as Stealing or following another Player’s Captain during a Hunt Action). 

 They cannot move forward in Water Areas, though they may come about. 

 They have cursed treasure: All treasure is worth 1 less at the end of the game (including Map 

Fragments and Doubloons) – you don’t want to end the game as Ghost Ship! 

Just before the Cleanup phase, if a Ghost Ship has 4 Doubloons they will automatically recover to 

normal (non-Ghost Ship) status, as follows: 

1. Return Cursed Doubloons: Return 4 Doubloons to the center of the island. 

2. Recover: Gain 7 Hull and 2 Crew. 

 

WINNING THE GAME 

When a player’s Captain Pawn reaches the final spot on the Captain’s track (by playing enough Captain 

cards), the game end is triggered. Finish the game round as normal (including the Pillage phase), and 

then it’s time to count the booty!: 

 5 points for each Diamond (white) Jewel 

 4 points for each Ruby (red) Jewel 

 3 points for each Amethyst (purple) Jewel 

 2 points for each Map Fragment (but not other types of Map tiles) 

 1 point for each Doubloon 

 -1 point for each of the above if you end the game as a Ghost Ship 

 1 point for each Crew member 

 Appropriate amount of points from the Fame track on your Ship mat 

The player with the most points wins! In the case of a tie, the tied player with the most Diamonds wins. 

If still tied, the tied player with the most Rubies wins. If still tied, keep going down the list above until a 

winner emerges. In the rare case it’s tied all the way down, whoever smells the worst wins! 

  



NAMING DECISIONS 

 Call Fame “Reputation” instead? 

 Call Initiative “Opportunity” or something else instead? 

 

OTHER RULES & FAQ 

 When I use an Attack action, do I get to apply the effects of the Attack die to Ghost Ships? No, 

since you could not inflict actual damage to them. 

 What happens if I have lost all Crew (and therefore can’t Come About) and I enter the 

Whirlpool? The Whirlpool overrides your Crew’s inability to Come About – you will turn and 

then move forward as normal. 

 What happens if there are no more Doubloons available to place on the island? Then the island 

is now very poor and players will need to duke it out amongst themselves to steal what 

they can from each other!  

 What happens if you run out of Jewels? Same answer to the question above. Note that when 

digging up the buried treasure, if there are not enough Jewels for all players then follow the 

same logic as the Pillaging phase (some players may get none).  

 What happens if there are no more Pillage Strength +1 tokens available? There’s only so much 

room for Pirates to be plotting and scheming their pillage efforts on the island – if the pile is 

empty, you cannot take gain any additional pillage strength for that round. 

 For Boarding Actions with a required icon, do I need to have actually CHOSEN that Action in the 

prior turn? No – you simply need to have played a card with the icon on it.  

 When there’s more than one eligible target for an effect, who chooses the target? The player 

whose turn it is. 

 Can a player choose to do nothing on their Action card? No – they must always choose one of 

the two Actions on their Action card. Likewise, they must attempt to complete the Action 

as much as possible (they cannot choose Attack: Broadsides and only hit some of the ships 

in their area). A player may, however, choose an Action on a card that has little to no effect 

(such as Broadsides when there are no Ships in your area).  

 What happens if an Action is chosen that has no eligible targets? This is still a legal play, 

though in this case nothing happens. 

 What happens when a Crew is killed but I have already lost all crew? Nothing. More 

importantly, this does NOT cause you to become a Ghost Ship – hull damage is required to 

do that. 

 I did most of the damage to a Ship, but another Pirate swooped in and got the kill – do I really 

get no Fame from that? Correct - welcome to the world of piracy! 

 

FUTURE: Add a Glossary? List of all Water Area / Landmark effects? List of all damage effects? 

Cheat sheet for treasure points? Cheat sheet for how Pillage Phase works? 


